
MAT 254: Probability and Statistics
Lecturers: Dr. İlhan Baştürk, Dr. Olcay Üzengi Aktürk, Dr. Olcay Boyacıoğlu

Homework 2
Due by 12:00 on March 30th, 2017 Thursday

Q.1 (12 points) User IDs on an old computer system consist of 4 letter sequences from the
first 8 letters of the English alphabet: a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h. Note that the same letter can be
used any number of times in the 4 letter sequence. When a new user first registers, an ID is
randomly generated (all outcomes equally likely) with the only condition that it is different
from the IDs of all previously registered users.

a) How many different IDs are possible for the first registered user?
b) What is the probability that the ID for the first registered user will start with the letter
c and end with the letter g?
c) How many different IDs are possible for the second registered user?
d) Jack, Kate and Sawyer are the only three users of this system. In how many different
possible ways can they be assigned IDs?
For instance, one possible way is: Jack’s ID = “ahhb”, Kate’s ID =“beda”,
Sawyer’s ID = “bhhh”.

Q.2 (15 points) Let S represent the sample space of all automobiles produced in company
X’s manufacturing plant. Lets also define the following events:

∗ A = Exterior color black,
∗ B = Exterior color silver,
∗ C = Automatic transmission,
∗ D = Manual transmission

We know the following probabilities: P (A) = 0.65 and P (B) = 0.25, P (C) = 0.7 and
P (B ∩C) = 0.09. You are told that events A and B are mutually exclusive. Similarly, a car
can’t have automatic and manual transmission at the same time so C and D are mutually
exclusive as well. Furthermore, you are told that events C and D form a partition of the
sample space.

a) Draw a Venn diagram to show all the events.
b) Compute the probability P (A ∪B)?
c) Compute the probability P ((A ∪B)

′
).

d) Compute the probability P (B ∩D).
e) Compute the probability P (D).

Q.3 (20 points) If an aircraft is present in a certain area, a radar correctly registers its
presence with probability 0.99. If it is not present, the radar falsely registers an aircraft
presence with probability 0.1. We assume that an aircraft is present with probability 0.05.

a) What is the probability of false alarm (a false indication of aircraft presence), and the
probability of missed detection (nothing registers, even though an aircraft is present)?
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b) Suppose that radar registers an aircraft presence, what is the probability that the aircraft
is actually present?

Use the following definitions:
A : an aircraft is present,
Ac : an aircraft is not present
B: the radar registers an aircraft presence,
Bc: the radar does not register an aircraft presence

Q.4 (20 points) The probability distribution of X, the number of imperfections per 10 meters
of a synthetic fabric in continuous rolls of uniform width, is given by

x 0 1 2 3 4
f(x) 0.41 0.37 0.16 0.05 0.01

a) Compute the cumulative distribution function of X, F(x) and sketch the graph.
b) Find P(X=2).
c) Find P(0 < X < 3).
d) Find P(X≤ 3 | X ≥ 1)

Q.5 (17 points) A continuous random variable X has the probability density function:

f(x) =


0, x < 1

hx− h, 1 ≤ x ≤ 2

3h− hx, 2 ≤ x ≤ 3

0, x > 3

(1)

which can be graphed as
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a) Find h which makes f(x) a valid probability density function.
b) Find the cumulative distribution function F (x).

Q.6 (16 points) A bag contains 7 red and 3 blue marbles. You draw three marbles from
this bag without replacement. Let X be the number of blue marbles you get.

a) Is X a discrete or a continuous random variable?
b) Determine the probability distribution function f(x) and the cumulative distribution func-
tion F (x) for the random variable X.
c) Using F (x) find P (X ≤ 1).
d) Compute the mean, variance and standard deviation of the random variable X.
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